GRANTS TO EDUCATORS

Lymphoma Foundation of America gives grants to researchers, scientists, health professionals, and health advocates to support their lectures at health conferences that are open to the public.

Cancer patients and their families want to learn from recognized experts about the environmental causes of cancer and how to limit exposure to cancer-causing chemicals. We thank the doctors, scientists, public health officials, and patient advocates for their willingness to participate in public forums.

Lymphoma Foundation of America professional education grants

John Wang, Ph.D., Professor of Risk Analysis, Environmental Policy, and Political Science, Yale University. Grant given to support his environmental epidemiology lecture at the 30th National Pediatric Forum—Healthy Communities: Green Solutions for Safe Environments sponsored by Beyond Pesticides.

Andrea Kild Taylor, Dr. Ph., M.P.H., Assistant professor, Morgan State University School of Public Health. Grant given to support her lecture on environmental health at the 30th National Pediatric Forum—Healthy Communities: Green Solutions for Safe Environments sponsored by Beyond Pesticides.

Allison E. Avillo, Ph.D., M.S., professor of epidemiology, University of North Carolina, Gillings School of Global Public Health. Grant given to support her lecture on environmental epidemiology at the 30th National Pediatric Forum—Healthy Communities: Green Solutions for Safe Environments sponsored by Beyond Pesticides.

Tom Monroe, a leading teacher of natural healing and author of more than 30 health care books. Grant given to support his lecture series at the Kush Institute summer conference. Monroe has written hundreds of articles on healing and personal transformation. His popular book Unexpected Recoveries describes the 7 common behaviors of people who have overcome life-threatening and “terminal illness”. He lectures at conferences throughout the United States and Europe.

Christina Cooder, an extraordinary teacher and chef who advocates healthy eating for cancer survivors. She is a long-time MLAH Inviolata survivor. She is founder of the magazine/encyclopedia Oxford Foodworing author and Emmy Award winning host of the public television series Christinas Cooks. Grant given to support her lectures on healthy cooking.

Martha Cottrell M.D. Board certified in family medicine, cowriter of M.D. Macromolecules and Natural Immunity: She is a fellow in preventive medicine at Mt. Sinai School of Medicine in New York. Dr. Cottrell has practiced medicine for 37 years, and has traveled and lectured worldwide. Grant given to support her lectures on diet and cancer.

Shahriar Ho Ph.D., Chas, Department of Environmental Health, University of Cincinnati, Director, Cincinnati Cancer Center. Grant given to support her public speaking on environmental exposures to carcinogenic chemicals at the Gregoire the CommunityForum in Cleveland, sponsored by the Ohio Coalition Against the Misuse of Pesticides.

E. H. Rick Jaros, Ph.D., is associate professor of religious studies at Vassar College. He was a Mellon Fellow in Humanities at Columbia University and author of the best selling book The Work and Search of the Sacred. Grant given to support his talk at the Kush Institute summer conference.

Paul Winchester M.D., M. As is professor of clinical psychiatry at Riley Children's Hospital in Indianapolis, and medical director of the neonatal intensive care unit at Saint Francis’ Health Care Center, Indiana University School of Medicine. Grant given for his medical lecture at the Gregoire CommunityForum in Cleveland, sponsored by the Ohio Coalition Against the Misuse of Pesticides.

Californians for Pesticide Reform. Grants given to the following nurses and social workers: Anna Mariapperu, Pirene Urago, RN; Jose Velas, Ema Rosa Silva, Benjamin Valencuela, Veronica Flores, and Veronica Hinojosa to attend the Healthy Harvest Conference sponsored by Californians for Pesticide Reform.

David Bricoso, an author, lecturer and researcher on the relationship of cancer and diet. Bricoso has developed a macrobiotic curriculum for teachers and students. He and Cynthia Bricoso co-founded Macrobiotics America, a producer of multimedia macrobiotic educational materials and training programs. Grant given to support his lectures on diet and cancer.

Jerry Silbert M.D. is executive director of the Watershed Partnership, a nonprofit environmental organization in Connecticut. Silbert is a physician trained in pathology, laboratory medicine, and environmental health. Grant given to support his medical lectures at conferences.

Oregonians for Environmental Rights. Grants given to the following nurses and social workers: Anna Mariapperu, Pirene Urago, RN; Jose Velas, Ema Rosa Silva, Benjamin Valencuela, Veronica Flores, and Veronica Hinojosa to attend the Healthy Harvest Conference sponsored by Californians for Pesticide Reform.

California For Pesticide Reform. Grants given to the following nurses and social workers: Anna Mariapperu, Pirene Urago, RN; Jose Velas, Ema Rosa Silva, Benjamin Valencuela, Veronica Flores, and Veronica Hinojosa to attend the Healthy Harvest Conference sponsored by Californians for Pesticide Reform.

E. H. Rick Jaros, Ph.D., is associate professor of religious studies at Vassar College. He was a Mellon Fellow in Humanities at Columbia University and author of the best selling book The Work and Search of the Sacred. Grant given to support his talk at the Kush Institute summer conference.

Paul Winchester M.D., M. As is professor of clinical psychiatry at Riley Children’s Hospital in Indianapolis, and medical director of the neonatal intensive care unit at Saint Francis’ Health Care Center, Indiana University School of Medicine. Grant given for his medical lecture at the Gregoire CommunityForum in Cleveland, sponsored by the Ohio Coalition Against the Misuse of Pesticides.

Californians for Pesticide Reform. Grants given to the following nurses and social workers: Anna Mariapperu, Pirene Urago, RN; Jose Velas, Ema Rosa Silva, Benjamin Valencuela, Veronica Flores, and Veronica Hinojosa to attend the Healthy Harvest Conference sponsored by Californians for Pesticide Reform.